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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years, as the Internet has grown exponentially, the exchange of
information and ideas has become both faster and more efficient. One particular type of
information users exchange over the Internet is digital music, and often the exchange utilizes a
peer-to-peer network. Peer-to-peer networks allow individual users to connect directly to several
other users and download music, movies, and other files from them. Napster was the most popular
peer-to-peer network initially, but many other, similar networks have followed in Napster's
footsteps. Many of the users sharing music and movies violated copyright laws, however, so these
peer-to-peer applications have become targets for copyright owners seeking to reestablish their
exclusive rights to their material. In August 2004, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decided
MGM Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., and determined that peer-to-peer networks are not liable for
their users' copyright infringement as long as there are substantial legitimate uses of the software.'
The Ninth Circuit held that although the users of the peer-to-peer networks were committing
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1. MGM Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 380 F.3d 1154 (9th Cir. 2004).
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direct copyright infringement, the creators of the software itself were not contributorily or
vicariously liable for the copyright infringement.
2
This Casenote will first examine the legal background surrounding contributory and
vicarious copyright infringement with respect to the music industry and Internet file-sharing. Next,
this Note will thoroughly discuss the Ninth Circuit's decision in Grokster This Casenote will then
describe how the Ninth Circuit correctly applied the U.S. Supreme Court's contributory copyright
infringement analysis in Sony Corp. ofAmerica v. Universal City Studios, Inc. 3 Next, this Note
will compare and contrast the Grokster decision with the other federal appellate court decisions
involving peer-to-peer networks and file-sharing. Finally, this Casenote will examine the potential
future impact of the Ninth Circuit's decision in Grokster, and discuss proposed legislation that is
directly aimed at preventing copyright infringement through peer-to-peer networks over the
Internet.
II. EXISTING LAW & LEGAL BACKGROUND
The consolidated plaintiffs in Grokster alleged liability for both vicarious and contributory
copyright infringement pursuant to the U.S. Copyright Act.4 According to the U.S. Constitution,
Congress has the power to pass laws governing copyrights in order "to promote the progress of
science and useful arts."5
The U.S. Supreme Court addressed the issues of contributory and vicarious copyright
2. Id. at 1157.
3. Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, 464 U.S. 417 (1984) (often referred to as
"Sony-Betamax").
4. 17 U.S.C. § 504(c) (2004).
5. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8 cl. 8.
infringement in 1984, when it decided Sony Corp. ofAmerica v. Universal City Studios, Inc.' The
plaintiffs, who owned the copyrights of television programs and movies that were broadcast on
public television, sued Sony, alleging liability for Sony's manufacturing and marketing of the
Betamax home video tape recorders.7 Because members of the general public sometimes used
these tape recorders to record broadcasts of the plaintiffs' copyrighted materials, the Supreme
Court addressed whether Sony's sale of video tape recorders to the public violated the plaintiffs'
rights according to the Copyright Act.8 The Court found that consumers used the Betamax video
tape recorder (VTR) in two primary ways: (1) viewers would record television programs they were
not able to watch for viewing at a later time - a process the Court referred to as "time-shifting;" and
(2) viewers would record programs and "build a library" of programs to keep and watch anytime
they pleased. 9
The Court stated that this practice of building a library of copyrighted programs was only
"a small portion of the total use of VTRs."' 10 The practice of time-shifting did not violate the
copyright holders' rights because it was a "fair use" as provided by the Copyright Act. 11 In
addition, the Court looked at the district court testimony of representatives of professional sports
leagues who had "no objection to the recording of their televised events for home use."'12 The
district court heard similar evidence regarding the lack of objection from producers of educational
6. Sony, 464 U.S. 417.
7. Id. at 419-20.
8. Id.
9. Id. at 423.
10. Id. at 434.
11. Id. at 455.
12. Id. at 424.
and religious programs to the recording of their programs for home use. 13 Finding that these uses
did not violate the copyright holders' rights, the Supreme Court held that "the sale of copying
equipment... does not constitute contributory infringement if the product is widely used for
legitimate, unobjectionable purposes." 14 The Court further clarified that in order to avoid
contributory infringement, the product in question "need merely be capable of substantial
noninfringing uses."
' 15
Two federal appellate courts have applied the Sony reasoning specifically to peer-to-peer
networks and file-sharing in recent years. The Ninth Circuit addressed copyright infringement
through peer-to-peer file sharing in A&MRecords, Inc. v. Napster, Inc. 16 Napster was a suit
brought by various recording studios and companies engaged in the commercial recording and
distribution of music. 17 The plaintiffs alleged that Napster, Inc. was liable for the copyright
infringement that was taking place on its network when users of the Napster software exchanged
copyrighted music in the form of MP3 files.
1 8
After determining that users of the Napster software did not have a fair use defense to the
copyright infringement occurring on the network, the Ninth Circuit examined whether Napster
should be held liable under either contributory copyright infringement or vicarious copyright
infringement.19 The court found that Napster had both actual and constructive knowledge of the
13. Id.
14. Id. at 442.
15. Id.
16. A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir. 2001).
17. Id. at 1010-11.
18. Id. at 1014.
19. Id. at 1019-22.
direct infringement taking place on its network.20 The Court of Appeals restated the district court's
finding that the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) had informed Napster of more
than 12,000 copyrighted files that were located on its servers.21 Napster designed its software so
that it maintained a central index of all songs available on the network, even though the actual
copies of the songs remained on the individual users' computers. 22 Napster was able to monitor
and control the content of the index, and if Napster removed the index or even just removed the
copyrighted songs, the users would not have been able to find and exchange copyrighted music
files. 23 This software design differs greatly from the Grokster software, which did not include a
central index so Grokster had minimal control over the content shared by the individual users.
24
The Ninth Circuit supported the district court's determination that, since Napster was in a position
to block these copyrighted files from being exchanged on its network and did not do so, it was
materially contributing to the direct copyright infringement taking place on its network.25 The
Ninth Circuit upheld the district court's injunction preventing Napster from allowing any further
sharing of the plaintiffs' copyrighted music.26 As a result, Napster eventually shut down
completely and has since re-launched as a legitimate subscription-based service offering
downloadable music.
27
The Seventh Circuit also addressed peer-to-peer file sharing in 2003 when it decided In re
20. Id. at 1020.
21. Id.
22 Id. at 1012.
23 Id. at 1022.
24 MGM Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 380 F.3d 1154, 1163 (9th Cir. 2004).
25. Napster, 239 F.3d at 1022.
26. Id. at 1029.
27. Samuel B. Fineman, Grokster Wins Peer-to-Peer Battle, THE INTERNET NEWSLETTER, Sept.
10, 2004 at 1, available at LEXIS, News Library.
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Aimster Copyright Litigation.28 Aimster was also a case in which the plaintiffs, who represented
the maj or record producers and studios, sought to stop the sharing of digital copies of their
copyrighted music over the Internet. 29 Similar in function to Napster, Aimster was a program that
allowed its users to exchange files through the America Online (AOL) instant-messaging service.
Similar to the Napster network, Aimster collected information from its users and provided them
the ability to search for particular songs, but did not make actual copies of the shared files.3" The
Seventh Circuit pointed out that since actual copies of the songs did not reside on Aimster's server,
"Aimster is not a direct infringer of the copyrights on those songs." 31 The Seventh Circuit next
applied the Sony analysis to determine whether Aimster satisfied the standard of showing
substantial noninfringing uses. 32 The defendant did not produce any evidence of any substantial
noninfringing uses of Aimster, but instead claimed only that the network could potentially be used
for legitimate purposes. 33 The Seventh Circuit rejected this argument, stating this reasoning would
provide immunity from contributory infringement even for the seller of a product "used solely to
facilitate copyright infringement," as long as the product was technically capable of legitimate
uses.34 The court stated that this would be an "extreme result" of the Sony decision.35 In addition,
Aimster provided its users with a tutorial demonstrating how to share copyrighted music.
36
According to the Seventh Circuit, this tutorial was "the invitation to infringement that the Supreme
28. In re: Aimster Copyright Litigation, 334 F.3d 643 (7th Cir. 2003).
29. Id. at 645.
30. Id. at 646.
31. Id. at 647.
32. Id. at 648.
33. Id. at 653.
34. Id. at 651 (emphasis added).
35. Id.
36. Id.
Court found was missing in Sony."37 The court of appeals upheld the preliminary injunction
ordered by the district court, determining that the recording industry would suffer "irreparable
harm" if the injunction were dissolved, and that the potential harm to Aimster from upholding the
injunction did not compare to the harm to the plaintiffs.38
III. EXPOSITION OF MGM STUDIOS, INC. V. GROKSTER, LTD.
In Grokster, the Ninth Circuit upheld the Supreme Court's decision in Sony, and declined
to extend contributory and vicarious copyright liability to peer-to-peer networks that had
substantial noninfringing uses and could not control the files exchanged by its users. Judge
Thomas, writing the opinion for the Ninth Circuit, determined that Grokster passed the Sony test
of showing substantial legitimate uses of its software and should not be liable for the direct
infringement committed by its users.
A. Relevant Facts of the Case
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd. was a single case, consolidated from
two previously separate cases. The plaintiffs filing the complaint in Grokster were categorized
into two main groups: "(1) the Motion Picture Studio Plaintiffs... and (2) the Record Company
Plaintiffs., 39 This case was consolidated with Lieber v. Consumer Empowerment, in which the
plaintiffs were a group of professional songwriters and music publishers.40 Together, the
consolidated plaintiffs (Copyright Owners) "own or control the vast majority of copyrighted
motion pictures and sound recordings in the United States." 41 The defendants (Software
37. Id.
38. Id. at 655.
39. MGM Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 259 F. Supp. 2d 1029, 1031 (C.D. Cal. 2003).
40. Id.
41. MGM Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 380 F.3d 1154,at 1158 (9th Cir. 2004). The Ninth
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Distributors) included Grokster, Ltd., Kazaa BV, and StreamCast, Inc., which was formerly known
as MusicCity Networks, Inc. 42
These companies freely distributed software via the Internet which facilitated sharing of
various types of files, including music and movies. 43 The defendants' software created a
peer-to-peer network, which allowed individual users' computers to connect directly with several
other computers on the network. 44 StreamCast operated a peer-to-peer network named
"Morpheus," while Grokster titled their network "Grokster.' 45 Kazaa BV, which operated "Kazaa
Media Desktop," transferred ownership of Kazaa to Sharman Networks. The plaintiffs' motion for
summary judgment did not include Sharman Networks. 46
Each of the defendants' peer-to-peer networks utilized the same FastTrack technology;
thus, users of their networks "essentially were connected to the same peer-to-peer network and
were able to exchange files seamlessly."47 These peer-to-peer networks shared many basic
characteristics with Napster, which was the first such network to gain popularity. Due to its design,
however, Napster was held liable for the copyright infringement that took place on its network.48
A major distinction that separates peer-to-peer networks from typical Internet exchanges is
that no central server houses all of the information. Each individual computer shares its
Circuit typically referred to the plaintiffs as "Copyright Owners" and referred to the
defendants as "Software Distributors."
42. Id.
43. Id. at 1158.
44. Grokster, 259 F. Supp. 2d at 1031.
45. First Amended Complaint for Damages and Injunctive Relief for Copyright Infringement at
9, Grokster, 259 F. Supp. 2d 1029 (C.D. Cal 2003) (No. CV 01-08541), available at
http://www.eff.org/IP/P2P/MGM v Grokster/342 mgm 1st amnd cmplnt.pdf.
46. Grokster, 259 F. Supp. 2d at 1032.
47. Id.
48. See A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir. 2001).
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information with every other individual computer connected to the peer-to-peer network.
Essentially, "each computer is both a server and a client." 49 This design meant that the defendants'
software did not actually supply the network with any specific files to share or store the files on any
central server, but did create an index of all shared files on the entire network.50 However, unlike
the Napster and Aimster software, the Grokster network did not contain a centralized index that
was under the control of the defendants. 51 Instead, the Grokster software utilizes a "supernode"
technology, where a number of individual computers on the network act as indexing servers that
are not under the defendants' control.52 These indexing servers allowed a user to use several
methods to search for various types of files on the peer-to-peer network and to directly download
a shared copy from another user connected to the network.53 Slight variations existed in each
individual defendant's networks, but the basic organization and characteristics of the networks
involved in this case were very similar.54
B. Procedural History
The Copyright Owners originally filed their complaint in the U.S. District Court for the
Central District of California on October 2, 2001, asking for damages and injunctive relief for
copyright infringement pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 501.55 There were no disputed issues of fact.56
49. MGM Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 380 F.3d at 1158.
50. Id.
51. Id. at 1163.
52. Id. at 1159.
53. Grokster, 259 F. Supp. 2d at 1032.
54. Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1159. See generally Jesse M. Feder, Is Betamax Obsolete?. Sony
Corp. ofAmerica v. Universal City Studios, Inc. in the Age of Napster, 37 CREIGHTON L.
REv. 859, 862-868 (2004) (a more detailed description of the organization of peer-to-peer
networks and file-sharing in general).
55. Complaint for Damages and Injunctive Relief for Copyright Infringement at 10, Grokster,
259 F. Supp. 2d 1029 (C.D. Cal 2003) (No. CV 01-08541), available at
http://www.eff.org/IP/P2P/MGM v Grokster/20011002 mgm v grokster complaint.pdf.
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Plaintiffs alleged that over 90 percent of all files users exchanged on the defendants' networks
were copyrighted material exchanged illegally.57 The Software Distributors did not dispute the
allegation that some users of their software were committing copyright infringement. 58 Both
parties then moved for summary judgment and asked the district court to decide the main issue of
law: "whether defendants' materially undisputed conduct gives rise to copyright liability., 59 The
district court considered the motions for summary judgment only with respect to the current
versions of defendants' software. Since the Copyright Owners were requesting injunctive relief,
the district court did not address whether the defendants were liable for any past versions of their
software that users may have used to infringe the plaintiffs' copyrights. 61 In addition, the
defendant Sharman Networks, operators of the Kazaa Media Desktop software, was not a party to
the motions for summary judgment; thus, the district court also did not address any potential
liability for Sharman Networks.
62
The district court ordered summary judgment in favor of the defendants Grokster and
StreamCast, holding that they could not be held liable for the copyright infringement committed by
users of their software programs. 63 The plaintiffs appealed this judgment to the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals.
64
C. The Ninth Circuit Opinion
56. Grokster, 259 F. Supp. 2d at 1031.
57. Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1158.
58. Grokster, 259 F. Supp. 2d at 1034.
59. Grokster, 259 F. Supp. 2d at 1031.
60. Id. at 1033 (emphasis added).
61. Id. at 1033.
62. Id. at 1033.
63. Id. at 1046.
64. Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1158.
The appellate court began its analysis by acknowledging there was no issue of direct
infringement, but noted that the Copyright Owners alleged the Software Distributors were liable
for contributory copyright infringement and vicarious copyright infringement. 65 The Ninth Circuit
set out the elements of contributory copyright infringement as "(1) direct infringement by a
primary infringer, (2) knowledge of the infringement, and (3) material contribution to the
infringement. " 66 The Ninth Circuit applied the Sony analysis regarding substantial noninfringing
use to the knowledge element of contributory infringement.67 The defendants submitted
"numerous declarations by persons who permit their work to be distributed through the software,
or who use the network to distribute public domain works." 68 In addition, the court found these
legitimate uses have "commercial viability."69 The court discussed the difference between the
Napster system and the defendants' software, specifically pointing out there was no central server
index controlled by defendants, unlike the design of Napster. 70 The Grokster software did not
contain a central server and the court considered Grokster a "more truly decentralized"
peer-to-peer network. 71 The defendants' direct involvement with the users and control over the
72network ended as soon as the individual user downloaded the software. The district court
reasoned that the users of the defendant's software could still freely share copyrighted files even if
the defendants shut down their computers on the network, showing that the defendants had a lack
65. Id. at 1160.
66. Id. (citing Ellison v. Robertson, 357 F.3d 1072, 1076 (9th Cir. 2004)).
67. Id.
68. Id. at 1161.
69. Id. at 1162.
70. Id. at 1163.
71. Id. at 1165.
72. MGM Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 259 F. Supp. 2d 1029, 1042 (C.D. Cal. 2003).
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of control over the content shared on the network.73 This evidence led the Ninth Circuit to
conclude that there was no issue of fact regarding the defendants' knowledge of infringement.
The court next analyzed whether Grokster materially contributed to the copyright
infringement, because the infringement took place on the network established by the Software
Distributors. 74 The court of appeals again distinguished Napster, stating that Napster provided the
site and facilities for direct infringement, but the present defendants did not provide the site and
facilities because they could not control the content of the server.75 The court stated that the actual
users of the network themselves, and not the software distributors, provided the site and facilities
for the infringement of the plaintiffs' copyrights.76 The Ninth Circuit reasoned that the defendants
should not be liable for the "failure to alter software located on another's computer., 77 Further, the
court denied the Copyright Owners' argument that the Software Distributors materially
contributed to the copyright infringement, listing examples of other legitimate uses of the software,
including "significantly reducing the distribution costs of public domain and permissively shared
art and speech, as well as reducing the centralized control of that distribution.,
78
Next, the Ninth Circuit set out the elements of vicarious liability for copyright infringement:
"(1) direct infringement by a primary party, (2) a direct financial benefit to the defendant, and (3)
the right and ability to supervise the infringers.,, 79 Direct infringement was not at issue in this case,
as previously mentioned, and the defendants conceded the issue of direct financial benefit due to
73. Id. at 1041.
74. Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1163-64.
75. Id. at 1163.
76. Id.
77. Id.
78. Id. at 1164.
79. Id. (citing A&MRecords, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004,at 1022 (9th Cir. 2001)).
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advertising revenue they had received.80 Therefore, the court of appeals turned to whether
Grokster had the right and ability to supervise the infringement taking place on the network the
defendants established. 81 The court stated, "the 'right and ability to supervise' describes a
relationship between the defendant and the direct infringer."
82
When the Ninth Circuit analyzed this relationship between the software providers and the
users, it found evidence that the Software Distributors did not have "the ability to block access to
individual users.' 83 This relationship was "significantly different" from the relationship between
Napster and its users, and lacked the supervising and monitoring behavior necessary to support
vicarious liability.84 Again, the court drew distinctions between Grokster's lack of a central server
and Napster's design, stating that "a duty to alter software and files located on one's own computer
system is quite different in kind from a duty to alter software located on another person's
computer."
85
Finally, the Copyright Owners urged the court to extend liability to the defendants, arguing
that the Software Distributors should not avoid liability simply by turning a "blind eye" towards
the infringing behavior. 86 The Ninth Circuit refused to establish a separate theory of liability based
on this argument, and found that this claim failed for the same reasons the plaintiffs' vicarious
liability claim failed.87 Since the appellate court held that the Software Distributors did not have
the right and ability to supervise the infringing behavior, Grokster could not be vicariously liable
80. Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1164.
81. Id.
82. Id.
83. Id. at 1165.
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. Id. at 1166.
for its users' infringement of the plaintiffs' copyrighted files.88
Concluding its analysis, the Ninth Circuit made it clear this decision applied only to the
current versions of the defendants' software, and the defendants might be liable for previous
versions of their software, due to crucial differences in their designs. 89 The Court of Appeals also
expressed its hesitation to extend liability in this situation, stating that accepting the Copyright
Owners' proposed extension of liability would "alter general copyright law in profound ways with
unknown ultimate consequences.' 90 Further, the court reasoned that new technology often
disrupts certain markets, but recent history shows markets usually provide a balancing point as
they adjust to the technology. 91 The court concluded by stating, "it is prudent for courts to exercise
caution before restructuring liability theories for the purpose of addressing specific market
abuses," and recalled that the Supreme Court in Sony advised such matters should be left to
Congress to decide. 92 Following the Ninth Circuit's decision, the Copyright Owners petitioned the
Supreme Court on October 8, 2004 for a writ of certiorari regarding Grokster.93 The Supreme
Court granted certiorari and recently heard oral arguments on March 29, 2005, with a decision




91. Id. at 1167.
92. Id. at 1167.
93. High Court Ruling Urged on Peer-to-Peer Networks, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 9, 2004, at C2,
expected in Summer 2005."4
available at LEXIS, News Library.
94. Eric Gwinn, High Court Sets Grokster Date, CHICAGO TRIBUNE, Jan. 27, 2005, at 5,
available at LEXIS, News Library.
IV. ANALYSIS
As the Ninth Circuit stated, ever since "the advent of the player piano, every new means of
reproducing sound has struck a dissonant chord with musical copyright owners." 95 Grokster is
simply another step in this continuing dispute over the reach of copyright owners' rights with
respect to music. The Ninth Circuit followed and upheld the Supreme Court's decision in Sony
and applied the doctrine of substantial noninfringing use to the field of file-sharing software on the
Internet.
96
A. Although Grokster appears to conflict with Napster, the Ninth Circuit correctly
followed the Supreme Court's reasoning in Sony by comparing the VTRs in Sony to
the peer-to-peer networks in Grokster.
Several distinctions exist between Napster and Grokster that led the Ninth Circuit to reach
a different result in the more recent Grokster case. The Ninth Circuit found the underlying facts in
Sony to be much more analogous to Grokster than to Napster, despite the fact that both Napster
and Grokster addressed file-sharing and peer-to-peer networks.9 7 In Napster, the Ninth Circuit
acknowledged that the Napster service might be used for "commercially significant noninfringing
uses," but this issue was not a factor in the case due to Napster's knowledge of the continued
copyright infringement taking place on its network.98 Additionally, there was no indication that
the actual legitimate use of Napster was substantial by any stretch. 99 However, in Sony, the
Supreme Court made it clear that the infringing use of the Betamax VTRs accounted for only a
95. Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1158.
96. Id. at 1162.
97. Id.
98. A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004, 1021 (9th Cir. 2001).
99. Id. at 1013.
"small portion of the total use of VTRs." 100 The percentage of legitimate use in Grokster was
probably somewhere in between Sony and Napster. The Ninth Circuit took note of the fact that
even if only 10 percent of the file exchanges on the Grokster network were legitimate, this small
proportion of use would account for at least hundreds of thousands of legitimate file exchanges.
10 1
The Ninth Circuit did not establish a fixed minimum percentage of legitimate use in order for a
defendant to be protected under Sony. 1
02
Additionally, the manufacturers in Sony and the Software Distributors in Grokster both had
very minimal contact with the resulting users of their products.10 3 As a result, they were not in a
position to control or prevent their products' users from infringing copyright. The Supreme Court
pointed out that Sony's only contact with the eventual users of the VTR was at the time of sale.
10 4
This minimal contact is analogous to Grokster, where the Software Distributors' only real contact
with a user after they downloaded the installation software was through a starting webpage on the
network.10 5 From that point on, Grokster lacked control over what files its users shared on the
network and could not block access to individual users. 106 The Ninth Circuit contrasted this design
with Napster, where Napster provided a centralized server to store the files and had the ability to
delete any copyrighted files from the network but chose not to do so, thereby allowing the
100. Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 434 (1984).
101. Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1162.
102. Samuel B. Fineman, Grokster Wins Peer-to-Peer Battle, THE INTERNET NEWSLETTER, Sept.
10, 2004 at 1, available at LEXIS, News Library.
103. Sony, 464 U.S. at 438; MGM Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 259 F. Supp. 2d 1029, at 1042 (C.D.
Cal. 2003).
104. Sony, 464 U.S. at 438.
105. Grokster, 259 F. Supp. 2d at 1042.
106. Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1165.
copyright infringement to continue.10 7 The Ninth Circuit determined that, since Napster had
knowledge of the infringing behavior and did not attempt to restrict or prevent access by the
infringing users, Napster's claim of noninfringing use was not a successful defense to contributory
and vicarious copyright infringement. 
108
This analysis of the Ninth Circuit's decisions in Napster and Grokster leads one to the
conclusion that a software provider must show substantial noninfringing use, combined with a lack
of knowledge of continuing copyright infringement, in order to escape liability for contributory
copyright infringement.
Both the district court and the Ninth Circuit acknowledged the possibility that Grokster
purposefully structured its software in a way to avoid secondary liability for copyright
infringement following Napster, but this possibility did not justify extending liability in this
case.10 9 In fact, Fred von Lohmann, Senior Intellectual Property Attorney for the Electronic
Frontier Foundation, wrote an article outlining how a peer-to-peer network should be organized in
order to avoid liability following the Napster and Aimster decisions. 10 The Ninth Circuit stated
that even if this goal motivated the designers of Grokster's file-sharing software, it still had many
other legitimate uses; therefore, the Ninth Circuit declined to extend liability and set a dangerous
precedent with regard to emerging technology.'1 ' This reasoning also follows the Supreme
107. Id. at 1163 (citing A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004, at 1022 (9th Cir.
2001)).
108. A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004,at 1021 (9th Cir. 2001).
109. Grokster, 259 F. Supp. 2d 1029, 1046 (C.D. Cal. 2003); Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1164.
110. Fred von Lohmann, JAAL: What Peer-to-Peer Developers Need to Know About Copyright
Law, Electronic Frontier Foundation, at http://www.eff.org/IP/P2P/p2pcopyright wp.php
(Sept. 2004) (now edited to include analysis and impact of the Grokster decision in addition
to Napster and Aimster).
111. Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1164.
Court's hesitance to prohibit Sony from selling Betamax VTRs because such an injunction "would
deprive the public of the ability to use the Betamax" for the stated legitimate uses such as
professional sporting events and educational programming. 112 The Supreme Court recognized the
potential of the new technology by stating "the business of supplying the equipment that makes
such copying feasible should not be stifled simply because the equipment is used by some
individuals to make unauthorized reproductions of respondents' works."'
113
The Ninth Circuit also recognized the potential in the Grokster software, stating numerous
examples of legitimate uses of the file-sharing network.! 14 Due to both the current noninfringing
uses and the potential for more future legitimate uses, the Ninth Circuit followed the Supreme
Court's reasoning in Sony and declined to restrict technological innovation by extending liability
for copyright infringement to the Software Distributors in Grokster.115 The Ninth Circuit
acknowledged that new technology often appears to threaten existing markets, but a market often
will balance and adjust to the technological advances.116 The court of appeals in Grokster
112. Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 443 (1984).
113. Id. at 446.
114. Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1161. Some of the examples of noninfringing uses the Ninth Circuit
included were the rock band Wilco releasing an album online and allowing it to be shared
before later releasing the album commercially; thousands of other bands authorizing free
sharing of their music; and various literary works and films that were in the public domain
were shared over the peer-to-peer networks. Id.
115. Id. at 1167.
116. Id.
determined that an extension of liability would not provide an appropriate solution to file-sharing
and peer-to-peer networks; instead, Congress should determine the proper way to address this
conflict. 1
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B. Grokster may cause a potential conflict between Seventh and Ninth Circuits
regarding peer-to-peer file sharing, although there are slight factual differences.
117. Id.
Although both Aimster and Grokster differed from Napster due to the lack of a centralized
server on each network, substantial differences in the analysis of Aimster and Grokster led to
conflicting results between the Seventh and Ninth Circuits. The Ninth Circuit acknowledged that
the Seventh Circuit in Aimster had applied the Sony substantial noninfringing use analysis
differently than the Ninth Circuit did in Napster. 118 Rather than determining simply whether the
noninfringing use was substantial, the Seventh Circuit also considered how probable the
noninfringing use was.119 Judge Posner, author of the Aimster opinion, stated that in addition to
showing noninfringing use, a file-sharing service "must show that it would have been
disproportionately costly for him to eliminate or at least reduce substantially the infringing
uses."' 120 However, inAimster, there was no evidence presented of any previous noninfringing use,
so the Seventh Circuit did not analyze whether there was a substantial noninfringing use. Instead,
Aimster only argued that its file-sharing service had the potential to be used for legitimate
purposes. 12 The Seventh Circuit did not find that this argument satisfied the Sony standard of
substantial noninfringing use, 122 and it is doubtful that the Ninth Circuit would have accepted this
argument as sufficient either. The Ninth Circuit's decision that Grokster passed the Sony test
weighed heavily on evidence of current numerous legitimate uses of the file-sharing software
along with the potential for future noninfringing uses.123
Another difference between Aimster and Grokster involves the knowledge factor of
contributory infringement. In Aimster, the software included a tutorial that showed the users
118. Id. at 1162.
119. In re: Aimster Copyright Litigation, 334 F.3d 643,at 653 (7th Cir. 2003).
120. Id.
121. Id. (emphasis added).
122. Id.
examples of sharing copyrighted music, including copyrights that Aimster knew were being
infringed on the network. 124 On the other hand, the Ninth Circuit found no such "invitation to
infringement"'125 regarding the Grokster software. 126 In fact, the district court in Grokster found
the Software Distributors had specifically avoided "assisting users who seek to use their software
for improper purposes."' 127 In part, the Ninth Circuit was convinced that Grokster did not
contribute to the infringing uses because, even though Grokster knew some of its users were
distributing copyrighted files though the peer-to-peer network, the Software Distributors did not
actively encourage the copyright infringement. 128 Furthermore, the Ninth Circuit stated that at the
time Grokster knew of the infringement, it was not in a position to control or prevent the infringing
129
uses.
Despite the factual differences, it is likely that Judge Posner would have reached a different
result in the Grokster case than did the Ninth Circuit. According to his analysis in Aimster, Judge
Posner would have looked at the probability of noninfringing use on the Grokster network and the
Copyright Owners' claims that approximately 90 percent of files exchanged on Grokster involve
copyrighted files. 130 Due to the low probability of noninfringing use, the Seventh Circuit probably
would have found Grokster liable for contributory copyright infringement. This situation presents
potentially conflicting authority between the Seventh and Ninth Circuits regarding the issue of
contributory and vicarious liability with regard to peer-to-peer networks. This type of circuit split
123. Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1161 (emphasis added).
124. Aimster, 334 F.3d at 651.
125. Id.
126. Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1164.
127. Grokster, 259 F. Supp. 2d at 1042.
128. Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1164.
129. Id. at 1163.
makes Grokster an ideal case for the Supreme Court to hear and clarify its position on the issue
exactly twenty years after the landmark Sony decision. 131 As the Supreme Court stated in Sony,
"Sound policy, as well as history, supports our consistent deference to Congress when major
technological innovations alter the market for copyrighted materials."' 132 The Supreme Court's
decision in Grokster will likely affect the passage of proposed legislation regarding peer-to-peer
networks and file-sharing.
C. The Inducing Infringements of Copyrights Act of 2004 is a proposed statute that will
have a major effect on this issue if it is successfully passed.
Senator Warren Hatch (R-UT) originally introduced the Inducing Infringements of
Copyrights Act of 2004 ("Induce Act") to the Senate in June 2004.133 When he introduced the bill,
Senator Hatch clearly stated that the Induce Act was a response to the district court ruling in
Grokster. 134 The Induce Act extends liability for copyright infringement to anyone who
"intentionally aids, abets, induces, or procures" any direct copyright violation. 135 Explicit proof of
intent is not required, but instead intent "may be shown by acts from which a reasonable person
would find intent to induce infringement based upon all relevant information... including whether
the activity relies on infringement for its commercial viability."' 136 The Induce Act has bipartisan
support from several high-profile Senators, including co-sponsor Senator Patrick Leahy (D-VT).137
130. Id. at 1158.
131. Paul Sweeting, Technology Taboo, Video Business, Sept. 13, 2004, at 15, available at
LEXIS, News Library.
132. Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 431 (1984).
133. Inducing Infringements of Copyrights Act of 2004, S. 2560, 108th Cong. (2004).
134. 150 CONG. REC. S7189 (2004) (Statement of Sen. Hatch).
135. Inducing Infringements of Copyrights Act of 2004, S. 2560, 108th Cong. (2004).
136. Id.
137. Steve Seidenberg, Senate Bill Puts Power in Hands of Copyright Owners: Congress Might
Run Roughshod over Sony Ruling, CORP. LEGAL TIMES, Sept. 2004, at 16, available at
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Senators Hatch and Leahy, both members of the Senate Judiciary Committee, received over
$500,000 combined in campaign contributions during the last election cycle from the film and
music industries. 
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The Induce Act's vague language frightened many companies that rely heavily on
technological innovation to thrive in today's economy. Many worried that the Induce Act would
trigger lawsuits aimed at any emerging technology and would eliminate the substantial
noninfringing use safeguards established by the Supreme Court in Sony. 139 In an attempt to show
lawmakers how far the current language of the bill could be stretched, the Electronic Frontier
Foundation drafted a complaint against Apple on the theory that the iPod induced copyright
infringement. 14 Vice-President of the Consumer Electronics Association Michael Petricone
claimed that if Congress had passed the Induce Act 20 years ago, we never would have seen such
products as the VCR, TiVo, and iPod, among several others.141 Petricone also pointed out that
copyright owners have profited greatly from technologies, such as the VCR, that they originally
discouraged. 142 Many see a similar potential for copyright owners to profit from peer-to-peer
networks and other similar technologies. Fred von Lohmann, Senior Intellectual Property
Attorney for the Electronic Frontier Foundation, predicted that the Grokster decision "will
ultimately be viewed as a victory for copyright owners," as they adapt to the technology and create
LEXIS, News Library.
138. Nick Daze, New Act Could Cause iPod Loss, DAILY TROJAN, Sept. 20, 2004, available at
LEXIS, News Library.
139. Seidenberg, supra note 137, at 16.
140. Cindy A. Cohn & Jason Schultz, Prelude to a Fake Complaint, Electronic Frontier
Foundation, at http://www.eff.org/IP/Apple Complaint.pdf (June 24, 2004).
141. Seidenberg, supra note 137, at 16.
142. Id.
new markets to offer their products. 143 The proposed Induce Act could restrict this innovation and
use of new technology by extending liability further than the Supreme Court did in Sony. 1
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On July 22, 2004, the Senate Judiciary Committee held a hearing regarding the Inducing
Infringements to Copyrights Act and heard testimony from various concerned technology groups
as well as representatives of the U.S. Copyright Office. 145 During his opening remarks, Committee
Chairman Senator Warren Hatch expressly refuted the idea that this bill could be used to attack the
iPod or similar technology because any infringement that Apple might have induced has already
occurred.146 However, his statement suggests that if the iPod or a similar new product were
introduced after the passage of the Act, the iPod could be a target under its provisions. Four of the
five representatives of the technology industry who testified before the Committee clearly stated
they did not approve of the Induce Act. 147 Among those testifying for the Senate Judiciary
Committee was Gary Shapiro, President of the Consumer Electronics Association, who expressed
concern that the Induce Act would eliminate the protections that the Supreme Court established in
Sony.14 8 Shapiro went on to warn that the Induce Act is "by far the biggest threat to innovation...
in the last 20 years."'149 Kevin McGuiness, Executive Director of NetCoalition, emphasized his
143. EFF Scores Landmark Win For P2P, Electronic Frontier Foundation, at
http://www.eff.org/news/archives/2004 08.php.archives/2004_08.php (Aug. 19, 2004).
144. Tom Zeller, Jr., Senate Bill Aims at Makers of File-Sharing Software, NEW YORK TIMES,
September 30, 2004, at C7, available at LEXIS, News Library.
145. Patrick Ross, Sony Fair Use Ruling Should be Restricted, Copyright Office Says,
WASHINGTON INTERNET DAILY, July 23, 2004, available at LEXIS, News Library.
146. Efforts to Curb Illegal Downloading Copyrighted Music: Hearing on S. 2560 Before the
Senate Judiciary Committee, 108th Cong. (July 22, 2004) (opening statement of Sen. Orrin
Hatch, Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee), available at LEXIS, News Library.
147. Gigi B. Sohn, Radical Act Would Induce Big Chill, LEGAL TIMES, October 11, 2004 at 19,
available at LEXIS, News Library.
148. Betamax Ruling Needs Restricting, Copyright Office Tells Senate, CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS DAILY, July 26, 2004, available at LEXIS, News Library.
149. Id.
concern that if legislation is necessary, the bill should target clearly unlawful behavior and uses of
technology and avoid simply targeting the technology itself.150 After he pointed out that e-mail
and search engines can also be used to violate copyright laws, McGuiness stated: "Many risks
associated with P2P file-sharing seem to result largely from the actions of individual users, rather
than from the operation of the P2P file-sharing software itself."' 151 McGuiness also expressed his
concern with the lack of a requirement of proof of intent to induce infringement, and predicted that
this bill essentially would allow copyright owners to "sue any developer of a new technology they
find threatening."' 152 Even if technology companies are completely legitimate and avoid liability
under the Induce Act, such litigation is very costly and the risks could scare off potential investors
in new technology.
153
In contrast with the testimony of the technology groups, Marybeth Peters, the U.S.
Copyright Office Register of Copyrights, expressed her full support of the Induce Act and future
legislation extending copyright liability. 154 Peters expressed her opinion that Grokster was
"wrongly decided.' 55 Peters stated that the need exists to replace Sony with legislation more
suited to the digital age, and suggested future legislation will be necessary in addition to the Induce
Act after "the next generation of technology-based pirates" devise a way around this bill. 156 Peters
150. Efforts to Curb Illegal Downloading Copyrighted Music. Hearing on S. 2560 Before the
Senate Judiciary Committee, 108th Cong. (July 22, 2004) (statement of Kevin McGuiness,
Executive Director and General Counsel, NetCoalition), available at LEXIS, News Library.
151. Id.
152. Id.
153. Id.; Patrick Ross, P2P Secondary Liability Remains Issue Before Congress, Courts,
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS DAILY, Oct. 21, 2004, available at LEXIS, News Library.
154. Ross, supra note 145.
155. Efforts to Curb Illegal Downloading Copyrighted Music. Hearing on S. 2560 Before the
Senate Judiciary Committee, 108th Cong. (July 22, 2004) (statement of Marybeth Peters,
Register of Copyrights), available at LEXIS, News Library.
156. Id.
concluded by suggesting that any concerns about future applications of the Induce Act should not
affect the passage of the legislation, and that the Act is an improvement that will avoid results such
as that in Grokster.
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Senators Hatch and Leahy attempted to push the Induce Act through Congress during the
fall session of 2004, despite the fact that most bills affecting copyright laws usually require several
months or even years of careful thought and deliberation. 158 However, the negotiations with
technology groups regarding the language of the bill ultimately failed in early October of 2004,
with no formal vote on the Induce Act taking place before Congress recessed. 159 Most likely,
Senator Hatch will attempt to re-introduce the bill in 2005. However, the Senator no longer serves
as chairman of the Judiciary Committee, and has less control over which bills are taken under
consideration. 160 A fundamental question that Congress must consider before passing this bill into
law is whether the Induce Act conforms to the power explicitly granted to Congress in the
Constitution to pass laws governing copyrights to "promote science and the useful arts."'1 6 1 If there
are so many concerns from leading technology groups about ways the Induce Act may restrict and
limit future technological innovation, this bill seems contrary to the goal of promoting science and
the useful arts which was established in the U.S. Constitution.
157. Id.
158. Paul Sweeting, Inducing Controversy, VIDEO BUSINESS, Oct. 4, 2004, at 16, available at
LEXIS, News Library.
159. Sarah Lai Stirland, Talks Collapse In Effort To Reach Deal On File-Sharing Bill,
NATIONAL JOURNAL'S CONGRESSDAILY, Oct. 7, 2004, available at LEXIS, News Library.
V. CONCLUSION
In Grokster, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals followed the Supreme Court's analysis in
Sony and determined that peer-to-peer networks should not be held liable for the infringement
committed by their users as long as the networks have substantial legitimate uses. By allowing
peer-to-peer technology and file-sharing over the Internet to continue, the Ninth Circuit
encouraged technological innovation without requiring the creators of new technology to worry
about how some "bad apples" might use their creation. The Ninth Circuit joined the Supreme
Court in recognizing the danger of restricting new technology and innovation and punishing those
who create products with completely legitimate uses. When determining how to resolve this issue,
Congress and the Supreme Court must balance the interests of the copyright holders against
society's interests in encouraging further innovation and technological development. If the
Supreme Court decides to leave the issue for Congress to resolve, the legislature should be very
hesitant to pass the Induce Act and extend liability in a way that would potentially discourage
future innovation and technological improvements.
160. Sweeting, supra note 125, at 9.
161. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
